
DEAR CITIZENS ASSEMBLY MEMBER 
Welcome to the Assembly process.  
As the Island’s leading low-carbon energy provider, Jersey Electricity is keen to ensure you 
are well-informed about our position on the Government’s carbon neutrality ambition for 
Jersey and of our commitment to this goal.

In line with the Assembly process, we have been permitted to make brief submissions to 
you. We enclose 12 documents containing critical information in a simple, one or two page 
format, which should be easy to read and understand, for you to consider. The titles match 
the Assembly content structure and begin with a 10-point overview of our perspective on 
the main issues facing the Assembly – and the Island. They are:

• 10-point perspective – Does Jersey want to lead or follow?
• Session: The Carbon Neutral Strategy – Our Vision
• Session: International response to climate change – The Island must play its part
• Session: Climate change – the local context – We have the power
• Session: Intro to emissions sources – Just 0.8% of CO2 is from imported power
• Session: Making decarbonisation fair: a just transition – Why transition is good news  

for electricity prices
• Session: Policy options and levers – Help us to help the Island
• Session: Emissions reductions: how far and how fast – We can go further and faster than many 

other jurisdictions
• Session: Renewable energy – Solar tops tidal for now
• Session: Key emission source: transport – Our drive to zero carbon
• Session: Key emissions source: heating, cooling, cooking – Our role fuel switching homes  

and businesses
• Session: Intro to carbon offsetting – We should not try to buy our way out of this 

 

These documents will be available for the general public to view on the Government’s Climate Conversation 
website and Jersey Electricity’s website.

On behalf of Jersey Electricity, may I take this opportunity to wish you the best of luck with with the  
Assembly and your crucial deliberations.

Yours sincerely

Stuart Murphy | Head of Customer Experience and Communications 
Tel: +44 (0)1534 505364

March 15, 2021

See more about Jersey Electricity and the Climate Debate at:-  
www.jec.co.uk/climatedebate


